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Research Interest Areas
(3) Data Portability, Consistency, and Management
(8) Cloud Self-Monitoring and Autonomic Control
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Current Research Activities

Data Intensive Scalable Computing In our Nuage project [21], we are looking at challenges related to efficiently
analyzing massive scale datasets using parallel data processing engines (parallel relational database management
systems or MapReduce [10] type systems) running on either private or public clouds. In collaboration with domain
scientists on campus, we have ported several real scientific analysis tasks onto relational databases (single-node and
parallel) and Hadoop [12]. We found that porting the analysis logic to these engines was only half the problem.
Extracting high-performance from these engines was the bigger challenge [15, 17, 27].
Based on our experience above, we have developed several extensions to MapReduce. Our goal is to help users
more easily get high-performance from parallel data processing systems without having to rely on experts. As part
of our research, we developed an automated technique for handling skew [15, 16], a fault-tolerance optimizer [26], a
new framework for automating recursive and cyclic analyses [7], a time-remaining progress indicator [20, 19], and
an instrumentation to collect more accurate intermediate running time statistics. Our extensions enable users to more
easily achieve better performance thanks to optimizations of recursive analytics, semi-automated skew management,
and more efficient failure handling. They also help users better understand what is happening to their queries through
a more accurate time-remaining progress estimator.
As a separate effort, we are part of the SciDB team [23] whose goal is to build a new parallel data management
system for processing multidimensional array data [22], common in science. Our key contributions to the project so
far include C++ language bindings [9] and a new storage manager [24].
The PI also has extensive prior experience building other distributed systems [1, 6, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 14].
Cloud Economics An important benefit of cloud systems is their “pay-as- you-go” charging mechanism: each user
pays exactly for what she consumes. However, cloud systems in general and data-management-as-a-service systems
(e.g., SQL Azure [18], Amazon S3 [2], etc.) in particular are used increasingly in collaborative settings, where
multiple users access common data sets. This creates a major new challenge: how to properly price optimizations in
the face of collaborations, where multiple users access the same dataset, and one optimization can benefit multiple
users. There is a cost to each optimization (cost of building an index or replicating data), and if each optimization
benefits some but not all users, it is not clear at all what optimizations to implement and how to share their costs. In
recent work, we addressed the challenge of offering and pricing optimizations in a collaborative, data-managementas-a-service system through the use of Mechanism Design. We developed a mechanism that achieves higher utility
than existing techniques for pricing optimization in the cloud, while ensuring that all optimization costs are recovered
by the cloud provider [25].
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Future Research Problems

Data Intensive Scalable Computing On the topic of data intensive scalable computing, we will continue working
on helping non-expert users perform efficient analytics on large-scale clusters. As above, we will target small research groups and individuals who do not have access to a team of experts to help them use these systems efficiently.
For those individuals, MapReduce and similar remain intriguing case-studies but are not widely adopted in daily
work. To address this challenge, we will continue to focus on helping users express their analysis needs in a way that
leads to a fast execution. As examples of concrete problems to address, we have work in progress on skew handling
for arbitrary user-defined functions, lazy evaluation of parallel query workflows, and more.
The challenge of efficiently using a shared-nothing cluster is already great when the cluster is a private cloud.
When the cloud is public, users face the additional challenge of deciding how many resources to use in the cloud
(what size cluster should I use to run my queries?) and how to manage these resources (should I add/drop machines
over time? Should I use spare cycles in some other way?). We will address this problem of helping users manage
their resources in the cloud.
We plan to create a toolkit that will help non-expert users cost-effectively exploit cloud resources for data analytics. Given an analytics workload, possibly only partly defined (i.e., a user knows that she will run a batch query
followed by a series of interactive queries but the details of the latter depend on the output of the former), our toolkit
will assist users before, during, and after performing their analysis. Before starting, our toolkit will help users figureout what resources to reserve from a parallel data processing system running in a cloud: The toolkit will help users
decide what size cluster to use and how to run the workload within this cluster to meet the user’s desired trade-off
between performance, cost, and predictability. During execution, our toolkit will help users efficiently exploit the reserved resources by either changing the cluster size dynamically or running various tasks to exploit any spare cycles
in a fixed-size cluster. Finally, once the workload completes, our toolkit will help users understand the performance
they got from the cloud system and tune it for their next workload. We already have ongoing preliminary work
building this toolkit.
We posit that enabling non-expert users such as domain scientists to more easily extract high-performance from
parallel data processing systems, better understand these engines, and more easily manage cloud resource, will help
lift these tools from their current ”experimental” status into production-quality tools in daily science use.
Cloud Economics There are many challenges at the intersection of data-management-as-a-service systems and
economics. In our recent work described above, we studied the problem of tuning data-management-as-a-service
systems and passing the costs of these tunings fairly onto users. In future work, we will study additional challenges
in the area of database-service economics.
As a first such challenge, we plan to develop and study the idea of a relational data market in the cloud. Integrating
datasets within and across domains is recognized as a critical tool for scientific advancement. Cloud computing
platforms have emerged as particularly well-suited to support such sharing because they provide a single logical
location for storing data, support users in managing it, and enable easy access to that data from anywhere in the
world. However, while today’s cloud computing systems offer simple pricing schemes for storage and compute
resources, the economics of data sharing are poorly understood and only coarsely supported. For example, a user
who uploads her data to the cloud must pay associated storage and network utilization costs. Can this user then
charge other users small amounts of money for accessing her data in order to recoup her costs? If so, can we make
this pricing fine-grained and flexible (e.g., Can some subsets of the data be more expensive than others)? If a user
purchases multiple datasets and combines them, can that user re-sell the data for a profit? Should the original data
providers be able to get some fraction of that profit? To answer these questions, we propose to build and study a
relational data market in the cloud. Our system will enable users to sell their data in the cloud, choosing how to
price their data using fine-grained and flexible pricing schemes. We will also study how best to support users in
managing pricing schemes, computing query prices, and cost-effectively evaluating queries over priced data. We
will also study properties such as fairness and stability of our proposed relational data market.
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